Duplicate Success

You have a dream for your business. We have the tools to get you there. The Empowered Success duplication cycle helps you grow your business and gives you the framework to teach others to do the same. Business growth has never been easier to achieve!

Create your personal plan:

Which rank are you working on? ________________________

When do you want to achieve it? ________________________

What do you need to do to reach that rank?
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Which of these tools can you put to work to help you?
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

**Tools to build your customer base:**
- Launch new builders
- Propose to them to reach Elite rank
- Teach host to share, invite and remind effectively
- Empower host to hold a successful class

**Tools to find builders who reach Elite:**
- Share oils
- Invite to learn more
- Teach classes
- Enroll customers
- Teach classes
- Enroll customers

**Tools to advance in rank:**
- Hold Business Overviews
- Commit prospects to build
- Engage customers with Lifestyle Overviews/Wellness Consults
- Retain customers on Loyalty Rewards order

Learn more at doterra.com > Our Advocates > Empowered Success